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Abstract
Network virtualization enables flexible placement, migration, and execution
of virtual networks and machines on physical hardware. This results in an NPhard optimization problem called virtual network embedding (VNE). Ensuring
hardware and (non-)functional constraints while finding an optimal solution for a
wide range of scenarios is a challenging task in these highly dynamic environments.
To develop and evaluate algorithms tailored for various environments, we
present a model-driven approach to specify and solve dynamic VNE problems
by using a high-level specification to declaratively specify the search space and
constraints, incremental model transformation to prune the search space, and
low-level ILP techniques to find an optimal solution in the pruned search space.
This high-level specification is used to generate an executable program for solving dynamic VNE problems. Furthermore, we show in an evaluation that this
generated program can solve a typical dynamic VNE problem in less time than a
hand-crafted ILP-based program.
Keywords virtual network embedding; incremental model transformation; data center; integer linear programming;

1 Introduction
Today, online services such as social networking, e-commerce, and online gaming are ubiquitous and place high demands on service providers in terms of availability, scalability, and
flexibility. The enormous amount of data and computing capacity required are pushing traditional network technologies, topologies, and management techniques to their limits. Cloud
computing is one of the leading technologies in this area to meet these high demands. Data
centers provide the necessary resources for data storage and processing via virtualized environments. This hardware virtualization decouples the underlying physical hardware from the
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running applications, enabling service providers to operate their data centers hardware- and
vendor-independently. The administration of these highly complex virtual environments can be
standardized and often centrally managed, enabling new services to be delivered and migrated
to other physical servers or virtual environments automatically.
However, the advantages of virtualizing data centers are accompanied with the complex
task of embedding virtual networks in an optimal way. This NP-hard optimization problem
[ACKT16] is called virtual network embedding (VNE) problem, whereby an optimal solution
can only be calculated with a high effort, which is usually associated with a long runtime
for solving the problem. The common scenario for a VNE problem is that of embedding
several virtual networks in a substrate network (e.g., a data center), whereby structural as
well as (non-)functional constraints must be ensured in compliance with the optimization goal
[FBB+ 13]. Structural constraints refer to the resources of the physical servers, switches, or
links (e.g., computing capacity of the servers and bandwidth of the links) and (non-)functional
constraints to service level agreements, security policies, or hardware-specific functionalities
(e.g., firewalls). Common optimization goals for the VNE problem are the minimization of
communication costs, monetary costs, or used hardware resources [YYRC08]. The abundance
of possible combinations of structural and (non-)functional constraints with different network
topologies, application scenarios, and optimization goals makes the development, adaptation,
simulation, and comparison of VNE algorithms challenging. In addition, these environments
are highly dynamic, so that other actions must be considered beside the common case of
embedding new virtual networks. This can be the modification of existing virtual resources,
the deletion of virtual networks, or the modification and failure of physical hardware, which
can lead to migration of existing embeddings.
To solve the above stated problem, the main challenges are the characterization of the
relevant search space, the (guaranteed) compliance to all constraints, and finding optimal
embeddings and migrations in the specified search space. Two established categories of approaches for solving these problems [ACKT16, FBB+ 13] are heuristics-based (e.g., [BCKR11,
LS17, YCLL17]) and based on integer linear programming (ILP) (e.g., [ZGH+ 15, YG16]).
Heuristics-based approaches are tailored to specific infrastructures and application scenarios
without ensuring that all constraints are respected and the found solutions are optimal in the
specified search space. In contrast, general purpose ILP-based approaches can be used for a
wide range of applications in compliance with constraints and requirements while achieving
optimal results to a specific optimization goal. Due to the long runtime to solve the VNE
problem, ILP-based approaches are only applicable for small data centers [YG16]. In order
for ILP-based approaches to support dynamic changes, which means that the migration of
virtual machines must also be considered, hand-crafted programs are used to encode and
update the ILP problem for a concrete scenario during runtime. Therefore, every change (e.g.,
modification of a substrate server) has to be integrated into the ILP problem, which also means
that the constraints and the optimization goal have to be adapted. However, the development of
such a program for dynamic VNE problems supporting migrations is even more complex and
error-prone when done by hand than expressing the common scenario where already embedded
networks do not change. In addition, the generation of an efficient ILP formulation requires a
lot of experience and knowledge in dealing with ILP techniques and dynamic VNE problems.
A combination of search space pruning strategies and ILP-based technologies is provided by
the model-driven virtual network embedding (MdVNE) approach [TLWS18b]. This approach
provides a way to define a high-level specification for a static VNE scenario, which is then
automatically converted into executable program code. It incorporates model transformation
(MT) techniques as a search space pruning strategy to describe the search space declaratively.
Based on this declarative description and an optimization goal, we can automatically formulate
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the ILP problem finding an optimal solution within the specified search space respecting all
constraints. MT enables us to prune the search space beforehand filtering the set of all possible
mappings, while ILP solving finds a valid and optimal solution in the now pruned search space.
However, to this point MdVNE does not support dynamic VNE scenarios including changes to
already embedded virtual or substrate networks and altering former embeddings.
In this paper, we introduce a model-driven approach supporting dynamic VNE scenarios
based on a high-level specification respecting all constraints and ensuring optimality w.r.t.
the objective function in the specified search space. We use graph patterns to characterize
the search space declaratively and a high-level specification to define the constraints and
objective function. From this, an executable program is derived which integrates the required
incremental MT technologies, generates an ILP formulation, and updates this ILP formulation
according to the incremental model changes. More precisely, the paper contains the following
contributions:
• A high-level problem specification for dynamic and online VNE scenarios.
• Presentation of a model-driven approach supporting dynamic VNE scenarios using
incremental MT and ILP techniques.
• In an experimental evaluation of a common dynamic VNE scenario, we compare the
performance of the model-driven approach with a hand-crafted program for creating
and updating an ILP program.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that uses a combination of incremental
MT and ILP techniques and supports optimal solutions of the dynamic VNE problem in data
centers.
The remaining paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe the VNE problem, the
dynamic properties, and the existing MdVNE approach. In Sec. 3, we introduce the new modelbased approach and high-level specification for dynamic VNE scenarios using incremental MT
technologies followed by an evaluation in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 then presents related work followed
by a summary of the paper and future work in Sec. 6.

2 Background
In this section, we define the VNE problem for data centers, explain the classification of
dynamic VNE problems, and introduce the MdVNE approach from [TLWS18a].

2.1 Problem Description
The problem description based on [STR+ 15, ZGH+ 15, TLWS18a] can be divided into the
network model, the mapping variables, the constraints, and the objective function.
2.1.1

Network Model

We model the substrate network, representing a data center network, and the virtual networks as
undirected weighted graphs 𝐺𝑆 = (𝑁 𝑆 , 𝐿𝑆 ) and 𝐺𝑉 = (𝑁 𝑉 , 𝐿𝑉 ) with typed nodes 𝑁 𝑆 , 𝑁 𝑉
and links 𝑙𝑢𝑣 ∈ 𝐿𝑆 , 𝐿𝑉 from u to v. The superscript S and V refer to the substrate network and
virtual network, respectively. In the substrate network, paths 𝑝𝑢𝑣 ∈ 𝑃 𝑆 are defined additionally,
which represent a sequence of acyclic connected links and nodes from the source node u to the
target node v. The nodes in the networks represent either servers or switches, whereby in the
substrate network each server can host virtual servers and switches. To model the resources
provided by the substrate network or required by the virtual network, for every node 𝑢 multiple
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V1 : VirtualSwitch

S1 : SubstrateSwitch

V1 : VirtualSwitch

S1 : SubstrateSwitch

V2 : VirtualServer
cpu = 2
Master
Failover
V3 : VirtualServer
cpu = 3

S2 : SubstrateServer
cpu = 2

V2 : VirtualServer
cpu = 2
Master
Failover
V3 : VirtualServer
cpu = 3

S2 : SubstrateServer
cpu = 2

S3 : SubstrateServer
cpu = 5

(a) Virtual and substrate networks

S3 : SubstrateServer
cpu = 5

(b) Networks with mapping candidates

Figure 1 – Running examples for the VNE problem

integer values exist to express computing capacities like CPU cores (𝐶𝑢𝑆 , 𝐶𝑢𝑉 ), memory (𝑀𝑢𝑆 ,
𝑀𝑢𝑉 ), and storage (𝑆𝑢𝑆 , 𝑆𝑢𝑉 ). For links, only bandwidth resources 𝐵𝑙𝑆 , 𝐵𝑙𝑉 between the nodes
𝑢𝑣
𝑢𝑣
u and v are further considered.
Example: Virtual and substrate networks
Throughout the paper, we use the virtual and substrate networks from Fig. 1a as running
example. For simplicity, the two networks (virtual and substrate) are presented as separate
graphs with reduced resources and properties. On the left-hand side, the graph shows
a virtual network with a central switch and two servers requiring 2 and 3 CPU cores,
respectively. The virtual server V3 is modeled as a failover server for V2. On the righthand side, the substrate network also contains a central switch with two servers providing
2 and 5 CPU cores, respectively.
2.1.2

Mapping Variables

The mapping variables ∈ {0, 1} define the embedding of a virtual element into a substrate
element. Since every virtual node can be mapped to a substrate node and every virtual link to a
substrate path, there exist mapping variables for each considered node and link mapping. The
node-mapping variables 𝑥𝑖𝑢 define whether the virtual node i is mapped to the substrate node u.
Analogously, the link-mapping variables 𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑢𝑣 indicate whether a virtual link 𝑙𝑖𝑗 is mapped to a
substrate path 𝑝𝑢𝑣 .
Example: Mapping candidates
In Fig. 1b all node-mapping candidates, freely selectable ILP node-mapping variables, for
the virtual elements (server, switches) are shown as blue dashed lines. These candidates
are composed of the pairwise combination of all virtual and substrate elements, whereby
no further constraints are taken into account yet.
2.1.3

Constraints

In the following, we define further basic constraints to ensure that (i) all virtual elements are
embedded exactly once, (ii) every virtual server (switch) is mapped exactly to one substrate
server (server or switch), and (iii) the resources of the substrate elements (computing capacity,
memory, storage, bandwidth) are not overbooked.
In addition, we consider further properties for virtual servers or networks to demonstrate
the different possibilities of constraints in this domain. A virtual failover server is a server that
acts as a backup for a master server and takes over if the master server fails. The restriction
here is that each master server may have a maximum of one failover server, whereby these two
virtual servers must not be placed on the same substrate server. A virtual high performance
computing server is characterized by a very fast clocked CPU, which is only available on a few
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S3 : SubstrateServer
cpu = 5

(b) Valid embedding

Figure 2 – Running examples including the constraints and providing a valid embedding

substrate servers. This means that virtual high performance computing servers may only be
operated on high performance computing substrate servers. The last constraint regards low
latency networks that are virtual networks in which the connection between two servers may
only have very low latencies. This property is enforced by allowing only a maximum of two
hops between mapped substrate servers.
Example: Including the constraints
Fig. 2a shows the node-mapping candidates after incorporating the above constraints.
This eliminates the candidates 𝑉 2 → 𝑆1 and 𝑉 3 → 𝑆1 as a virtual server cannot be
embedded into a substrate switch. In addition, the candidate 𝑉 3 → 𝑆2 is rejected because
the substrate server 𝑆2 cannot provide enough CPU cores for 𝑉 3. Since 𝑉 3 can only
be mapped to 𝑆3 and the constraint that master and failover server must not run on the
same substrate server, 𝑉 2 must be mapped to 𝑆2. For the sake of clarity, additional
dependencies between the candidates are not shown in the figures. This concerns, for
example, the constraint that a virtual switch can only be mapped to one substrate element,
whereby only one candidate is selected from the set of 𝑉 1 → 𝑆1, 𝑉 1 → 𝑆2, and
𝑉 1 → 𝑆3.
2.1.4

Objective Function

As a possible objective function, we minimize the sum of the aggregated communication costs
for virtual servers in a substrate network [ZGH+ 15] (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐿 ) and the costs for the migration of
a virtual server to another substrate server (𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑀 ). To calculate the communication costs, we
use the cost matrices for data center topologies from [MPZ10] and as migration costs the sum
of all resources of a virtual server. This results in the following objective function:
∑ ∑
∑ ∑
𝐿
min:
𝑦𝑖𝑗
𝑥𝑖𝑢 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑀 (𝑢, 𝑖)
(1)
𝑢𝑣 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 (𝑝𝑢𝑣 , 𝑙𝑖𝑗 ) +
𝑝𝑢𝑣 ∈𝑃 𝑆 𝑙𝑖𝑗 ∈𝐿𝑉

𝑖∈𝑁 𝑉 𝑢∈𝑁 𝑆

Example: Valid embedding including the objective
Fig. 2b shows a possible valid embedding after solving the objective function. The
embeddings are represented as green solid lines. Since the communication costs are equal
for all mappings of the virtual switch and no migration costs are incurred, each candidate
for embedding the virtual switch is potentially selectable.

2.2 Dynamic VNE
When classifying VNE (simulation) environments, a distinction can be made between (i) offline
and online and (ii) static and dynamic scenarios [FBB+ 13]. In offline scenarios all virtual
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Figure 3 – Removing a failover connection after Fig. 2b
V1 : VirtualSwitch

S1 : SubstrateSwitch

V1 : VirtualSwitch

S1 : SubstrateSwitch

V2 : VirtualServer
cpu = 2

S2 : SubstrateServer
cpu = 2

V2 : VirtualServer
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S2 : SubstrateServer
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V3 : VirtualServer
cpu = 3

S3 : SubstrateServer
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V3 : VirtualServer
cpu = 3
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(a) Changing the CPU resource of 𝑆2

(b) New embeddings after the changes

Figure 4 – Changing the CPU resource of a substrate server after Fig. 3b

networks and the (dynamic) changes of the network elements are known in advance, whereas
in online scenarios the virtual networks and dynamic changes must be handled as they arrive
without further information about future virtual networks. Thus, it is possible to embed several
or all virtual networks or changes simultaneously for an offline scenario. In addition, the
scenario can be either static or dynamic. In a static scenario, only new virtual networks are
embedded without changing already embedded elements. Hence, it is not possible to delete or
change these networks or their servers and links. In an online scenario, however, changes to
virtual and substrate networks or their elements are possible, whereby migration of existing
embeddings must be integrated into the problem description. Realistic environments are
typically characterized as online and dynamic scenarios.
Example: Dynamic changes
After the complete virtual network is embedded in the substrate network (see Fig. 2b),
the master/failover connection between 𝑉 2 and 𝑉 3 is removed (see Fig. 3a). This could
result in a lower objective value if the virtual switch 𝑉 1 or the virtual servers 𝑉 2 or
𝑉 3 are migrated because the communication costs are larger than the migration costs.
In this example, all virtual elements are moved to the substrate server 𝑆3 (see Fig. 3b).
Afterwards, however, the CPU resource of the substrate server 𝑆3 is reduced to 4 cores
(see Fig. 4a), whereby the entire virtual network can no longer be operated on this single
substrate server, since the sum of the CPU resources of 𝑉 2 and 𝑉 3 requires 5 cores. In
this case, at least one virtual server must be migrated to comply with the constraints. The
new post-migration embeddings are shown in Fig. 4b.

2.3 Model-driven Virtual Network Embedding
A schematic view of the model-driven virtual network embedding (MdVNE) approach from
[TLWS18b] can be found in Fig. 5. At runtime, the user creates one or more virtual network
requests (VNRs) to be embedded into the substrate network (Fig. 5 step A ). This can be
abstracted as an VNR event that adds new elements to the model (represented as a green
+-symbol). Then, in step 1 , the MT tool creates a set of possible mapping candidates still
containing invalid embeddings (step B ). The blue ⧖-symbol on the event indicates that
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Figure 5 – Schematic view of the (i)MdVNE approach

solving the VNE problem for this event is currently in progress. Now, the mapping candidates
together with additional ILP constraints, which cannot be ensured by MT, and the objective
function are converted into an ILP problem and passed to the ILP solver (step 2 ). The optimal
solution found by the ILP solver (if a solution exists at all) is then deployed (step C ) by
embedding the virtual network and the VNR event is marked as processed (✓). Now, the
next incoming VNR event (step A ) can be processed and embedded. Since these are online
scenarios, it is not possible to predict the next VNR events with certainty.
In [TLWS18b], triple graph grammars (TGGs) [Sch94] are used as MT technique to create
the mapping candidates (step 1 ). A TGG describes in a declarative and rule-based manner
possible mappings between the substrate and the virtual network using a correspondence graph
interlinking both. For every embedding of a new virtual network (VNR event) the following
two steps are required: (i) the substrate network and (ii) the virtual network are created together
with the possible mapping candidates. After performing these two steps, all possible mapping
candidates are expressed as ILP mapping variables. While some constraints are implicitly
integrated in the TGGs such as injective mappings between substrate and virtual servers,
other constraints not ensured by the MT specification are added to the ILP problem, and the
ILP objective function is created. After that, the embeddings are finalized and the generated
intermediate data for the substrate network, the mapping candidates, and the complete ILP
problem is deleted. Through this batch processing, the MdVNE approach supports static and
online scenarios for the VNE problem.

3 Incremental MdVNE
In this section, we present the novel incremental model-driven virtual network embedding
(iMdVNE) approach, based on [TLWS18b], to support and simulate dynamic online VNE
scenarios while respecting all constraints and ensuring optimality w.r.t. the objective function
in the specified search space. In order to obtain a highly customizable and extensible approach
for VNE scenarios and environments, we divide the inputs for this algorithm into create, update,
and delete events, based on the basic functionalities for a persistent memory (CRUD) [Ste09].
Since these model changes refer to a (usually) very small subset of network elements, only the
incremental parts and their direct effects have to be considered. These incremental changes are
called deltas.
Fig. 5 schematically shows iMdVNE, which consists of the two steps 1 (candidate generation) and 2 (candidate selection) and, therefore, three system states following the MdVNE
approach. State A shows the inputs of iMdVNE, which are abstracted as create (+), update
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Model modification (delta)
+ Create vir. element
+ Create sub. element
Decrease vir. resource C/M/S
Increase vir. resource C/M/S
Decrease sub. resource C/M/S
Increase sub. resource C/M/S
Change property
– Delete vir. element
– Delete sub. element

New embed.

Del. embed.

Req. mig.

Opt. mig.

X
-

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-

Table 1 – Migration cases for the input events.

( ), and delete (–) events. These changes refer to deltas in the networks. All mapping candidates are then generated by the model transformations 1 , whereby only the candidates that
depend on the incremental changes have to be updated. After that, the intermediate state B
consists of a set of possible mappings, which are then converted into an ILP problem. When
creating the ILP problem (step 2 ) only the deltas of the mapping variables and the constraints
must be updated in the ILP problem formulation. Therefore, the ILP solver can reuse previously
calculated solutions. In the end, in state C , a solution is obtained that respects all constraints
and is optimal with regard to the set of candidates generated.
In the transition from a static to a dynamic online VNE problem, the migration of currently
existing embeddings, the re-embedding of previously rejected virtual networks and the rejection
of a currently embedded virtual network must be considered. Therefore, three cases can
be distinguished: (i) new embeddings, (ii) deletion of embeddings, and (iii) migration of
embeddings. The first two cases (i) and (ii) are only relevant for the creation and deletion
events and (can) trigger further migration steps to ensure optimal and valid solutions. The
migration of existing embeddings (iii) can be triggered by the creation, update (e.g., de-/increase
of resources), and deletion event. However, two cases (strategies) must be distinguished here:
(a) required migration and (b) optimizing migration strategy. The required migration strategy
(a) must always be performed if constraints are violated by the delta. This migration ensures
that the embeddings respect all constraints. The optimizing migration strategy (b) includes
the required migration strategy to ensure that all constraints are respected but additionally
guarantees that all embeddings are optimal w.r.t. to the objective function. Table 1 summarizes
the events for a adding (new embed.) or deleting an embedding (del. embed.) and their possible
cases required migration strategy (req. mig.) or optimizing migration strategy (opt. mig.) for
computing resources (C), memory (M), and storage (S).
Example: Modifying the virtual or substrate network
Starting from Fig. 2b, removing the master/failover connection (see Fig. 3) results in an
migration of 𝑉 1 and 𝑉 2, which is only needed to ensure optimality while the constraints
would still be satisfied without any migration. But, when we change the CPU of 𝑆3
according to Fig. 4a a required migration is necessary resulting in Fig. 4b.
For defining the VNE problem as a high-level specification, we developed the metamodel
presented in Fig. 6. This UML class diagramm [Fow04] can be divided into three parts: (i) the
virtual networks on the left-hand side (prefix Virtual), (ii) embeddings between the virtual
and the substrate network in the middle, and (iii) the substrate network on the right-hand side
(prefix Substrate). In the metamodel, constraints such as that a virtual server must only be
mapped to a substrate server or a virtual server must only have one master/failover server are
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Figure 6 – Metamodel

already included and realized by the multiplicities at the associations. The Object Constraint
Language (OCL) [WK04] is used to ensure constraints that cannot be expressed directly in the
metamodel, e.g., the number of CPU resources of a substrate server must be less than or equal
to all embedded virtual servers (see Eq. (2)).
context SubstrateServer inv (self.virtualServers.cpu → sum()) ≤ self.cpu

(2)

Thus, all necessary constraints from the problem description (see Sec. 2.1) can be guaranteed
by the metamodel and additional OCL constraints. According to this metamodel and the OCL
constraints, we create MT rules manually for the candidate generation step (Fig. 5 1 ).

3.1 Candidate Generation (MT)
To create, update, and delete the mapping candidates (step 1 ) from Fig. 5, we use incremental
MT techniques [MG06]. Therefore, we employ an incremental pattern matcher which finds
occurrences of patterns in a model, referred to as matches. These matches can be understood
as injective mappings of model elements to the pattern elements, hence, every model element
occurs at most once in a match. The advantage of using incremental pattern matching is that
it keeps track of changes (deltas) to a model and notifies the user of dis-/appeared matches
rather than collecting all matches from scratch. This allows us to focus on the deltas, created
by the incoming events, of the virtual and substrate networks, which are usually very small
compared to the entire model. Since in incremental pattern matching all deltas are monitored,
we distinguish between three cases: (i) a new match is added, (ii) an existing match is changed,
and (iii) a match disappears. Table 2 summarizes these cases in correlation to the input events
for iMdVNE.
In Fig. 7, we present a selection of MT patterns for creating, modifying, and deleting
mapping candidates. Fig. 7a shows the pattern for an embedding of a virtual into a substrate
network. The elements (r, vn, and sn) refer to model instances and a match is found if these
instances with the defined links exist. For every new match of this pattern, a new mapping
candidate is generated resulting in a set of all combinations of virtual and substrate networks. In
this case, a new NetToNet element (see Fig. 6), representing a new potential mapping candidate,
is created for each new match. Since a network can be both created and deleted, this pattern
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Event

New match

Update match

Delete match

X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X
-

X
X
X
X

+ Create element
Increase virtual resource C/M/S
Decrease virtual resource C/M/S
Decrease substrate resource C/M/S
Increase substrate resource C/M/S
Change property
– Delete element

Table 2 – Effect of changes (events) in networks on matches
r : Root
r : Root

sElem

vElem

sElem

vElem
vn : VirtualNetwork

sn : SubstrateNetwork

(a) MT pattern for a network embedding

vn : VirtualNetwork

sn : SubstrateNetwork

nodes
vs : VirtualServer
.cpu ≤ ss.cpu

nodes
ss : SubstrateServer

(b) MT pattern for a server embedding

r : Root

sElem

vElem
vn : VirtualNetwork

sn : SubstrateNetwork

nodes
vs1 : VirtualServer
.cpu ≤ ss1.cpu

nodes
ss1 : Substrateserver

master

nodes

failover

vs2 : VirtualServer
.cpu ≤ ss2.cpu
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(c) MT pattern for a server embedding with an master/failover connection

Figure 7 – MT patterns for server embeddings

can also be used to find and delete affected mapping candidates. Therefore, we delete the
corresponding mapping candidate (NetToNet element) if a match of this pattern disappears.
Fig. 7b shows the pattern for embedding a virtual into a substrate server. Similar to Fig. 7a, all
elements (r, vn, sn, vs, and ss) with the defined links are located in the model with an additional
check if the number of CPU resources of the virtual server does not exceed the CPU resources
of the substrate server (.cpu ≤ ss.cpu). Analogously to Fig. 7a, a new ServerToServer element
(see Fig. 6), representing a new potential mapping candidate, is created when a new match
is found and, therefore, a new server is added. A deletion of a server or changing the CPU
resource so that .cpu ≤ ss.cpu does not hold, results in the disappearance of a match and,
therefore, a deletion of the ServerToServer mapping candidate. In the last pattern Fig. 7c,
two virtual servers, where vs2 acts as failover server for vs1, are found together with two
substrate servers with sufficient CPU resources. The procedure is analogously to Figs. 7a
and 7b, whereby it is additionally ensured that master and failover servers are not placed on
the same substrate server.
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S4 : SubstrateServer
cpu = 5

(b) Embeddings after the optimizing migration

Figure 8 – Adding a new substrate server after Fig. 4b

Example: Incremental pattern matching
Let us assume that the model is in the state shown in Fig. 2b and that the master/failover
connection between V2 and V3 is removed now (see Fig. 3a). Removing the master/failover
connection also removes the match of the pattern presented in Fig. 7c resulting in the
deletion of the two ServerToServer mapping candidates between V2-S2 and V3-S3. Now,
the constraint that all virtual elements are embedded exactly once (see Sec. 2.1.3) is
violated. Therefore, V2 and V3 must be re-embedded shown in Fig. 3b. Then, the
CPU resource of S3 is reduced from 5 to 4 (see Fig. 4a) violating the constraint that the
resources of the substrate elements must not be overbooked. This constraint violation
can only be detected during the candidate selection step, since condition .cpu ≤ ss.cpu in
the pattern from Fig. 7b is not violated. In the next step in Fig. 8a, a new substrate server
S4 with a CPU resource of 5 is added. By this event, new matches of the pattern Fig. 7b
are found, whereby also new mapping candidates between V2-S4 and V3-S4 are created.
Now, we must distinguish between the two strategies required or optimizing migration.
In the first case (required migration), the embedding from Fig. 4b is retained, since no
constraint has been violated. In the second case (optimizing migration), the embedding
would change to Fig. 8b, since a solution with a lower value for the optimization function
exist.

3.2 Candidate Selection (ILP)
To generate and update the currently existing ILP problem, the deltas initialized by the incoming
events as well as the deltas and changes of the candidate generation step are integrated into the
ILP problem. Four cases have to be distinguished when updating the ILP problem: (i) Adding
new mapping variables and constraints, (ii) adjusting the optimization function, (iii) updating
existing constraints, and (iv) deleting existing mapping variables and constraints. Table 3
summarizes the possible cases for adding a variable or constraint (add v./c.), changing the
objective (change o.), changing a constraint (change c.) or deleting a variable or constraint
(delete v./c.) in correlation to the input event. In Fig. 5 step B , the deltas are integrated
into the existing ILP problem and solved. This allows the ILP Solver to (partially) reuse
previously calculated solutions or approximations. After that, the solutions from the ILP solver
are propagated back into the model.

4 Evaluation
In this section, the developed iMdVNE approach using a high-level VNE problem specification
is evaluated in comparison to a manually coded Java program generating and updating an
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Modification
+ New embedding
Update virtual embedding
Update substrate embedding
– Delete embedding

Add v./c.

Change o.

Change c.

Delete v./c.

X
-

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

Table 3 – Effect of embedding modifications for the ILP formulation

ILP formulation without MT techniques (No MT). The Java program uses an established ILP
formulation and generates ILP programs that are state-of-the-art. The following research
question is investigated in detail:
Is the performance of the iMdVNE approach comparable to a manually developed and
optimized (Java) program generating and updating an ILP program?
To answer this research question, two migration strategies are considered that represent extreme
cases: required migration (RQ1) and optimizing migration (RQ2).

4.1 Setup
The evaluation setup consists of a 2-tier substrate network with 2 core switches connected to
each rack switch via a bandwidth of 10 Gbit∕s. Each rack in turn consists of a rack switch and
10 servers, each equipped with 32 CPU cores, 512 GB memory, and 1 TB storage. The servers
are connected to the rack switch with a bandwidth of 1 Gbit∕s. Thus, the substrate network
has, in total, 80 servers distributed among 8 racks.
Virtual networks use a star topology with 2 to 10 virtual servers. Realistic values from
[SvBI15] are used as resources of the servers and links. The values for the CPU for each server
are thus between 1 to 32 and for the RAM between 1 GB to 511 GB. Since [SvBI15] does
not contain any information about storage, values between 50 GB to 300 GB per server are
assumed. The required bandwidths between the virtual servers and the central virtual switch
are between 0.1 Gbit∕s to 1 Gbit∕s. For the exact probability distributions of CPU, memory,
and bandwidth, we refer to [SvBI15].
We define two constraint setups: (i) a basic and (ii) an all constraint setup. The basic
constraint setup (BC setup) refers to the basic constraints defined in Sec. 2.1.3. In the all
constraint setup (AC setup), we additionally include the properties for master/failover and high
performance server as well as the low latency networks. Therefore, in every virtual network
between 0 to 2 virtual failover servers with the corresponding master servers are integrated.
The probability that a virtual server is a high performance server and a virtual network is a low
latency network is 20 %.
The following functions are defined to calculate the objective from Eq. (1). The communication costs 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐿 (𝑝𝑢𝑣 , 𝑙𝑖𝑗 ) for the 2-tier substrate network used are based on the cost matrix for
the VL2 network topology by [MPZ10] and is 0 if 𝑝𝑢𝑣 has length 0, 𝐵𝑙𝑉 if 𝑝𝑢𝑣 has length 1, and
𝑖𝑗

5𝐵𝑙𝑉 if 𝑝𝑢𝑣 has length 2 or more. The migration costs 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑀 are defined as static costs, which
𝑖𝑗
consist of the sum of all required resources of a virtual server (CPU, memory, and storage).
As a dynamic VNE scenario, we first add 40 virtual networks consecutively and then
remove 20 substrate servers after each other. If possible, we delete a substrate server with
existing embeddings. Therefore, a migration is required to resolve the violated constraints.
Thus, an event counter with 60 steps is used in the diagrams, whereby the first 40 steps refer to
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Figure 9 – Embedding/migration runtime with the required migration strategy
Add virtual network [s]
AC setup
BC setup
No MT
Viatra
No MT
Fig. 10
Viatra

Fig. 9

24.4/20.9
20.3 (83 %)/18.2
3.5/0.9
2.4 (64 %)/0.8

26.0/22.6
27.0 (104 %)/24.0
3.0/0.6
2.6 (86 %)/0.6

Remove substrate server [s]
AC setup
BC setup
27.8/24.3
13.6 (49 %)/11.7
497/495
454 (91 %)/453

15.2/12.4
13.2 (87 %)/10.3
3489/3487
3497 (100 %)/3495

Table 4 – (Neu Diss) Mean values for Fig. 9 and Fig. 10

the embedding of the new virtual networks and the last 20 steps refer to the deletion of the
substrate server including the necessary migration.
As metrics, we use the embedding/migration runtime, ILP solving time, and number of
accepted virtual networks. The embedding/migration runtime is the complete runtime for
processing the add virtual network or remove substrate server event. The ILP solving time
is the runtime of the ILP solver to solve the ILP problem. The number of accepted virtual
networks indicates the number of successfully embedded virtual networks.
The software tools used in this evaluation are Viatra [CHM+ 02], a state-of-the-art incremental graph pattern matcher, the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [SBMP08], and Gurobi
[GO16], a state-of-the-art ILP solver. All experiments were run on a Ubuntu 19.04 machine
performed with an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 2990WX (32 cores) CPU, 128 GB RAM, and
OpenJDK 12. In the following, each data point is the median of three repeated experiments.

4.2 RQ 1: Required Migration
Fig. 9 shows the embedding/migration runtime for adding a virtual network or removing a
substrate server for the 2 configurations (Viatra and No MT) on the left y-axis and the number
of accepted virtual networks on the right y-axis over the event counter on the x-axis. The
required migration strategy is used with the AC setup (Fig. 9a) or the BC setup (Fig. 9b).
Table 4 summarizes the mean values for the add virtual network or the remove substrate server
event for the embedding/migration runtime (first value) and the ILP solving time (second value).
The percentage of the embedding/migration runtime compared to the No MT configuration is
also given in brackets.
Example: Measurements
Viatra needs 20.3 s to embed a virtual network (embedding runtime) and No MT 24.4 s (see
Fig. 9). This means that Viatra requires only 83 % of the embedding runtime compared
to No MT. This embedding runtime includes the ILP solving time, which is 20.9 s for No
MT and 18.2 s for Viatra.
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Figure 10 – Embedding/migration runtime with the optimizing migration strategy

In both scenarios (Fig. 9), all virtual networks can be embedded one after the other (steps
1 to 40). In the case of migration, in the AC setup (Fig. 9a), after deleting 18 substrate servers
in Viatra (9 for No MT) the VNE problem cannot be solved. This can be related to decisions
made during the embedding of new virtual networks, which of course affect all subsequent
embeddings. The average runtime for embedding a new virtual network differs in Viatra by
17 % in comparison to the No MT runtimes. When deleting a substrate server, Viatra can solve
the VNE problem 51 % faster than No MT in the AC setup (Viatra is on average only 13 %
faster in the BC setup). Since there are many more structural properties in the AC setup than
in the BC setup, which can be integrated into the MT rules, many possible candidates can be
discarded during candidate generation (e.g., the number of hops for a low latency network
must be less than 2). This also leads to a reduced ILP solving time, which is shown by the
mean time for deleting a substrate server in the AC setup for Viatra.

4.3 RQ 2: Optimizing Migration
Fig. 10 shows, similar to Fig. 9, the embedding/migration runtime, as well as the accepted
networks over the event counter for the optimizing migration strategy. In Fig. 10a the AC setup
is presented and in Fig. 10b the BC setup. Their mean values are presented in Table 4 and
refer to the embedding/migration runtime, the ILP solving time and the percentage of Viatra
in comparison to No MT.
When adding virtual networks, Viatra can solve the VNE problem up to 36 % faster than
No MT in the AC and up to 14 % in the BC setup. Due to the migration strategy, already
embedded elements can be migrated, which increases the number of possible solutions drastically. Therefore, the migration runtime is dominated by the ILP solving time and the increased
number of (structural) constraints (AC setup) leads to a reduced migration runtime compared
to the BC setup. This is shown for Viatra as well as for No MT.
When deleting substrate servers, we can also observe an average reduction of 9 % in the
runtime for the AC setup and the ILP solving time. In the case of the BC setup, Viatra needed
on average the same time to solve the VNE problem than No MT. The number of accepted
networks were identically in both cases.

4.4 Threats to validity
In order to maximize the probability that No MT, representing the manually implemented
incremental dynamic VNE tool, and Viatra, representing the iMdVNE tool generated from
the high-level specification, are equivalent, the following techniques are used: (i) consistency
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checks during the embedding or migration of virtual elements, (ii) unit tests, and (iii) less
algorithm specific code for Viatra or No MT.
For technique (i), all embeddings and migrations are checked for constraints before being
deployed to the model, so that only valid embeddings and migrations are performed regardless
of the found solution. In technique (ii), 295 unit tests are used to check the correctness and
optimality of the embeddings using sample networks and scenarios. In technique (iii), Viatra
and No MT differ only in the code for the pattern matching, which was created manually for
No MT. All other components like the processing of the found deltas, the updating and solving
of the ILP problem, as well as the deployment of the embeddings are identically. Since the
virtual and substrate networks in this evaluation were created using the probability distributions
from [SvBI15], all experiments were repeated three times to minimize the influence of random
events. Since the ILP solver used has a large influence on the runtime, we decided to integrate
Gurobi, a state-of-the-art solver that is also used in industry.

4.5 Summary of the Evaluation
By using a program derived from a high-level specification with iMdVNE (Viatra), performance
could be increased on average by up to 51 % for required migration strategy and up to 36 % for
optimizing migration strategy compared to a manually tailored Java program for generating and
updating an ILP program. Disadvantages in the runtime only occurred in certain BC setups,
whereby the runtime increase was in the range of up to 4 %. This shows that the ILP programs
created by iMdVNE are (in most cases) more efficient for solving dynamic VNE problems.
The number of accepted virtual networks was comparable between Viatra and No MT. Thus,
we presented in the evaluation that the program derived from a high-level specification with
iMdVNE can (in most cases) solve the VNE problem faster than a manually tailored Java
program for generating and updating an ILP program.

5 Related Work
In this section, we present an overview about related work for dynamic and online VNE
approaches and incremental MT technologies.

5.1 Dynamic and online VNE approaches
The research in algorithms for solving the online VNE problems for static data centers has
been extensively investigated. An overview of solutions can be found in [BBE+ 13] and a
comparison of algorithms in [YDZ+ 17]. However, these two survey papers do not focus on
dynamic approaches or the supported resource constraints.
Therefore, we present an overview of dynamic and online VNE algorithms for data centers.
We searched for the terms Virtual Network Embedding Data Center in the IEEE Xplore Digital
Library [IEE] and selected all suitable papers that are comparable to the problem description
in Sec. 2.1. At the end 12 papers could be found for solving the dynamic and online VNE
problem, which are using heuristics-based algorithms. Table 5 gives an overview of these
papers with their supported resources slots, computing capacity (C), memory (M), storage (S),
bandwidth (B) and their dynamic events for deleting virtual networks (delete VN) or changing
the resources (change res.). Both events can be triggered during runtime while changing the
resources, e.g., when the CPU value of a virtual server is changed, may require a migration
of the virtual server. The slot column indicates whether the paper uses slots or slices as an
abstraction for the resources.
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Reference
[ZLW 12, LYL 14, ZZSB13]
[XDHK12]
[YC16, DY16]
[FSSC16, GCS14, YWPS19]
[NHDN16]
[YCLL17]
[LS17]
+

+

Slot

C

M

S

B

Del. VN

Change Res.

x
x
x
-

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Table 5 – Heuristics-based dynamic and online VNE algorithms for data centers

Only [LS17] provides a heuristics-based algorithm which supports all resources (CPU,
memory, storage, and bandwidth) as well as both dynamic features (delete virtual networks and
change resources). However, no dynamic algorithm could be found that guarantees optimal
and valid solutions, ensuring all constraints, for the VNE problem in data centers. This can
be explained by the fact that finding optimal solutions is only suitable for small data centers
due to the very large search space and the associated long runtime [YG16]. However, optimal
solutions for dynamic and online VNE scenarios can be used as a benchmark for quality
measurements of search space pruning strategies like heuristics-based approaches.

5.2 Incremental MT
Graph pattern matching techniques can roughly be divided into batch and incremental pattern
matching. Batch solutions rely mostly on local-search [Zü96] or solving a constraint satisfaction
problem [LV02] which has the disadvantage that changing the model makes it necessary to
collect all matches from scratch. In contrast, incremental pattern matching keeps track of model
changes such that a set of new or invalidated matches can be found more efficiently. There
have been some proposals for incremental pattern matching such as Varro et al. [VVS06] that
introduce basic data structures for this purpose, Kanezashi et al. [KSGG+ 18] which employ
reinforcement learning, and Fan et al. [FLL+ 11] that focus on social networks and other big
data scenarios. However, the most popular approach w.r.t. model transformations is probably
the RETE-algorithm [For82]. The key concept of RETE is to keep track of all partial matches
in order to efficiently evaluate new matches or re-evaluate old ones in case that the model
changes. This leads to an approach that scales with the size of the model change rather than the
size of the model itself. RETE has been implemented/adapted by several tools such as Viatra
[VBH+ 16] and Democles [VD13]. Besides pattern matching, Viatra offers a textual syntax
to specify model transformations on EMF models together with advanced features such as
finding the transitive closure. In contrast, Democles is a stand-alone incremental graph pattern
matching engine which interprets the patterns and comes without the need to generate code.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a novel model-driven approach that uses incremental MT and
ILP technologies to solve dynamic VNE scenarios in data centers. Since the hand-crafted
implementation of a tool to generate and update an ILP program that only considers model
changes and passes them on to the ILP solver is very time-consuming and error-prone, the
presented model-driven approach automatically derives a tool for solving dynamic VNE
scenarios from a high-level specification. By using a high-level specification, it is possible to
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develop and evaluate the quality of the embeddings and migrations as well as the performance
to solve the VNE problem for new search space pruning strategies while ensuring that all
constraints are respected. Thus, programming errors can be avoided by using MT techniques
of these (partly) very complex programs to solve dynamic VNE problems. In many cases, the
generated tool is even more efficient than a hand-crafted tool, since best practice approaches
for efficient ILP programs can be automatically adhered to. Thus, when deleting a substrate
server, the runtime for solving the VNE problem for the required migration strategy is reduced
on average by up to 51 % (36 % for the optimizing migration strategy) while the number of
accepted networks remains the same.
In future research, we plan to investigate the influence of MT tools and the impact of
changing the ILP problem more intensively. Extensive parallelization of processes inside the
pattern matcher could also improve the performance in solving the VNE problem. Furthermore,
we want to apply this approach to other domains such as resource management in clouds [JS15]
or service chain allocation problems [BB17].
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